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BOWDARK INTEGRATION PACK

The Bowdark Integration Pack
provides a focused, standardized
approach to modernizing the
enterprise integration landscape.
Using cloud iPaas solutions like
Azure Integration Services and the
SAP Integration Suite, we can put
the key foundation pieces in place
to take your integration services to
the next level.

Every year, the integration
landscape becomes increasingly
more complex. From hybrid cloud
integration challenges to new
requirements for IoT and machine
learning, it can be hard to know
where to begin. That's why we
developed our Bowdark Integration
Pack to help customers untangle
the cords and respond to new and
complex integration requests like
never before.

Simplify complex integration scenarios 

KEY BENEFITS

Securely integrate cloud and on-premise systems

Make your development team more productive

Reduce operating costs and TCO

Integration patterns and best practices for what's next



WHAT'S INCLUDED

COST
ASSESSMENT
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With consumption-based pricing
models, iPaaS solutions offer many
cost saving opportunities. After
analyzing your IT landscape, you get a
cost assessment to help you maximize
your cloud spend and save money.

LANDSCAPE
ASSESSMENT
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We examine your as-is and to-be
integration landscape to determine the
technologies and services you need to
get your environment off the ground
and scale to meet future demand. Your
team will get a fully documented
roadmap to cloud iPaaS success.

PILOT PROJECT
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Seeing is believing. We take a pair of
pre-determined scenarios and show
you how to build and test them in your
new iPaaS landscape. Use this pilot
project as a template to guide future
work.

TRAINING
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Getting your team up to speed in
new technologies is vital to
reimagining your integration
process. We lead a week of intense
up-skilling that leaves your team
ready to tackle new challenges
head-on.

I cannot say enough about Bowdark's abilities to solve complex
integration problems. We have had many challenges with our integration
project and they have resolved all of them beyond all our expectations.
" "Enterprise Integration  Manager - Lockheed Martin

OPERATIONALIZATION
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To get the best results, great skills
need to match with great processes.
We set up procedures for highly
scalable infrastructure-as-code, and
you get integration patterns to
ensure that integration solutions are
not only innovative, but
maintainable. 

ARCHITECTURAL
SUPPORT*
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Cloud iPaaS is powerful, but it's also
vast. Sometimes you just need a
light to show the way. You get
discretionary support that can range
from quick advice to full-blown
scenario collaboration. 


